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Baen. Paperback. Condition: New. 544 pages. Dimensions: 9.2in. x 6.1in. x 1.0in.A new entry in the critically acclaimedCaine Riordan science fiction
series by three-time Nebula nomineeCharles E. Gannon! Science fiction on a grand scale. Prequels Raising Caine, Trial by Fire andFire with Fire were
all Nebula Award finalists. Charles E. Gannon is also the winner of theCompton Crook Award. Caine Riordan, fresh from serving as envoy to the
aliens known as the Slaasriithi, has been given yet another daunting task: apprehend raiders that are terrorizing a distant planet. As di iculties
mount, Caine becomes aware that themission his superiors sent him to perform may not be the one they actually hope he will achieve. Which
means Caine may be forced to choose between honoring a promise to friends or following ordersa choice that could ultimately put him in front of a
board of inquiry. Or a firing squad. AboutRaising Caine: Raising Caineunveils a lot of thought-provoking ideasbut ultimately this is a space opera
adventure. There are space battles, daring emergency landings, desperate quests, hand-to-hand combat, and double-and-triple crosses. Its an
engrossing read. You owe it to yourself to read the two previous books in order. Then enjoyRaising Caine. Its an intergalactic thrill-ride. Fantasy and
Science Ficton Book and Audiobook Reviews This is science-fiction adventure on a grand scale. Kirkus Gannons harrowing . . . military space opera
(followingTrial by Fire) builds well on his established setting. . . Gannons signature attention to developing realistic alien worlds makes this
installment satisfying. Publishers Weekly . . . an incredibly active book . . . asour protagonists are confronted by the beautiful, terrible, and
sometimes lethal variety of the universe and its inhabitants. . . . a whole mess of fun . . . that manages to be scientifically accurate while refraining
from excessivewonkiness....
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The Poems and Prose of Ernest DowsonThe Poems and Prose of Ernest Dowson
Book Jungle. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 200 pages. Dimensions: 9.2in. x 7.5in. x 0.5in.The Poems and Prose of
Ernest Dowson The Project Gutenberg EBook of The Poems And Prose Of Ernest Dowson by Ernest...
Save eBookSave eBook
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Scala in DepthScala in Depth
Manning Publications. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 304 pages. Dimensions: 9.2in. x 7.3in. x 0.8in.Summary Scala in
Depth is a unique new book designed to help you integrate Scala effectively into your development process. By...
Save eBookSave eBook
»»

Silverlight 5 in ActionSilverlight 5 in Action
Manning Publications. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 1000 pages. Dimensions: 9.2in. x 7.3in. x 2.0in.Summary A
thorough revision of the bestselling Silverlight 4 in Action. This comprehensive guide teaches Silverlight from the ground up,
covering...
Save eBookSave eBook
»»

Good Night, Zombie Scary TalesGood Night, Zombie Scary Tales
Feiwel & Friends. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Iacopo Bruno (illustrator). Paperback. 112 pages. Dimensions: 8.2in. x 5.4in. x
0.2in.Welcome. Have a seat. Ignore the shambling undead outside. Let us tell you a story. But be...
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Molly on the Shore, BFMS 1 Study scoreMolly on the Shore, BFMS 1 Study score
Petrucci Library Press. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 26 pages. Dimensions: 9.7in. x 6.9in. x 0.3in.Percy Grainger, like
his contemporary Bela Bartok, was intensely interested in folk music and became a member of the English...
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